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This invention relates to improvements in inner 
foundation fronts or liners for garment coats of the type forming an integral part of the garment 
structure adapted to impart a desired shape and 
form to the finished garment and over which the 
exterior fabric of the garment'is' draped and 
cured; and the method of constructing the same. 

Heretofore the practice in making a foundation 
liner of the kind referred to has been to fit the 
coat foundation from the shoulder point to the 10 
neck of the user, and to correspondingly directly 
support the foundation and the completed coat 
from the shoulder of the user; in cases where 
different forms of: coat shoulders were desired. 
from the form of the shoulders of the user, which l8 
frequently occurred, the comimon practice her 
tofore has been to use 'soft felt pads or similar 
padding material between the basic material of 
the foundation and the shoulders of the user, and particularly at and adjacent the shoulder points 20 
of the user, to so-Space said basic material and 
support-the same from the shoulders of the user 
as to impart to the shoulders of the foundation, 
the desired shape and proportions. 
The practice: referred to is objectionable for 25 

various reasons, in that, because of supporting the 
foundation liner shoulders, either with or without 
padding material, directly by the shoulders of 
the user, the rentire weight of the finished coat 
is carried directly by the movable portionis of the 30 
shoulders of the-user, and as a result the SerhaS*7 
no freedom of movement of his shoulders withotit 
correspondingly noving the entire coat structure; 
because of the basic material-of-the foundation is 
iner almost-invariably being tailors' canvas which 85 
is quite pliable in all directions; again, carrying a 
a large part of the weight of the coat on andr 
adjacent the shoulder points of the taser, soon be-' 
comes fatiguing to the user, because of the re-r' 
straint and weight imposed-upon his "shoulder 40 
points, which parts require -freedom of move- r 
ment, if his arms-and-hands are ‘to-be-used effec 
tively; again, the coat shoulders being dependent 
on the basic materials of the foundation-liner r 
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former practice above referred to, by providing 
an entirely different method of making and 
forming the coat interior foundation liner, which broadly includes making the shoulder portions of 
the foundation in the form of stiffened arch 
shaped structures extending over, and in use. 
adapted to drape loosely over the shoulders of 
the user, said arch-shaped structures being of 
sheet material which at least in the arched direc tion, is stiff enough to support without deformat. 
tion, the coat weight carried b - -, 
shaped structures rest suffici 
shoulder points of the wearer to minimize hug 
ging thereof by the shoulder arch structure so 
that the wearer's shoulders may have freedom 
of movement to any desired degree determind by x - - - - - , , S - the size and form of the arch-shaped structures 
relatively to his shoulders, the user being in a 
position when ordering his coat, to direct how 
much freedom of shoulder movement his coat must have. The shoulder movement freely per 
mitted by the arch-shaped structures, is accom panied by substantially no corresponding move 
ment of the coat shoulders; the arch-shaped 
structures and basic material of the foundation liner being so related and secured together, that 
the entire coat weight on the arch-shaped struct 
tures is transmitted to and carried by portions 
of the shoulder blades adjacent the neck of the 
user, rather than by the wearer's shoulder points, 
as a result of which, the coat is kept in shape and 
fit, whether on the user or not, and whether specially fitted hangers are employed when the 
coat is not in use. More specifically, the method 
of the invention produces the arch-shaped stric 
tures referred to, by using superposed thicknesses 
of hair cloth with the hair extending in the di 
rection of curvature of the arch-shaped struc 
tures, the number of thicknesses varying with the 
weight of the coat or overcoat to be supported by 
the arch-shaped structures. 
The invention also includes the improved foun. 

dation produced by the method above described. 
My'invention will be best understood by refer 

for support when the coat is not in use, “cleaning 45 ence to the accompanying drawings illustrating 
and pressing. operations. easily deform rther coat"" 
shoulders, thereby depriving not-only said shoul- - - 
ders, but the entire - coat, of its ordinary rape 
gearance, as to fit; form and proportion: again;-- 

I to guard against deformation of the coat when 50 
not in use, and particularly, the shoulders there. 
of, special hangers are frequently required, that: 
are shaped to the coat shoulders, to hold ther 
latter. in place when the coat-is not in use - 
This invention overcomes the objections to the 55 

a preferred embodiment thereof, in which 
Fig. 1 shows" in elevation and from the rear, 

the right hand half of the basic material 'em 
ployed in the foundation liner of the invention; 
Fig.2 shows in elevation and from the rear a 

main piece of resilient sheet material to consti 
tute the main piece of the arch-shaped structure 
employed in connection with the basic material 
shown in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a detail view of a piece of sheet mate 

  



2,550,532 3 
rial employed in conditioning the material shown 
in Fig. 2 for the application of the remaining 
parts of the corresponding arch-shaped struc 
ture; 

Figs. 4 to 7 inclusive show in plan view re 
enforcing pieces of resilient material to be applied 
to the material shown in Fig. 2 and in the order 
of Said figures, in building up the corresponding 
arch-shaped structure; 

Fig. 8 shows in elevation a piece of binding i 
material for application to the built-up arch 
shaped structure to hold the parts thereof in 
desired form; 

Fig. 9 shows in elevation a piece of protective 
material for application over the built-up arch 
shaped structure when the latter is secured to the 
basic material illustrated in Fig.1; 

Figs. 10 and 11 are detail views illustrating the 
preparation of parts of the basic material shown 
in Fig. 1 before the arch-shaped structure is 
applied thereto; 

Fig. 12 shows in a view similar to Fig. 2, the 
preparation of the main piece of the arch-shaped 
structure for receiving the re-enforcing pieces of 
said structure illustrated in Figs. 4 to 8 inclusive; 

Fig. 13 shows in elevation the main piece of the 
arch-shaped structure shown in Fig. 12, with the 
re-enforcing pieces shown in Figs. 4 to 7 inclusive 
applied thereto; 

Fig. 14 shows in a view similar to Fig. 13 the 
structure thereof with the binding member illus 
trated in Fig. 8 applied thereto; 

Fig. 15 shows in a view similar to Figs. 1 and 
14, the application of the structure shown in Figs. 
14 and 9 to the basic material shown in Fig. 1: 
and 

Fig.16 is a diagrammatic elevational view to an 
enlarged scale of the right hand arm hole of the 
foundation liner made of the parts above de 
scribed with the protective member shown in Fig. 
9 removed for the Sake of clearneSS. 
Similar numerals refer to similar parts 

throughout the several views. 
As shown in Fig. 1, the basic material, for ex 

ample tailors' canvas, used in making the right 
hand half of the front of the interior foundation 
is viewed from the back or rear of the wearer and 
is shown in its cut condition to fit the wearer be 
fore being given final form. The left hand half 
of the front portion of the foundation is the same 
as shown in Fig. 1. With the exception that the 
parts thereof are reversed. In Fig. 1, the outer 
line , f f of the basic material () is adjacent the 
outer edge of the lapel and cut for a coat of the 
double breasted type, the lapel point being at 2 
and the curved line 3 extending around the base 
of the collar to a projecting point 4 which re 
enforces the back portion of the collar by en 
gaging the remaining portions thereof illustrated 
in broken lines at t5. The curved edge 6 ex 
tends from the collar portion downwardly on the 
back of the user to a point T which in the com 
pleted interior foundation liner is at the arm pit 
of the user; the line ta in that condition, consti 
tuting the arm hole of the basic fabric . From 
the bottom of the arm hole of the basic fabric, the 
curved line 9 extends from the arm pit of the 
arm hole to the side of the coat and so to the bot 
tom thereof, the lower end of the basic fabric be 
ing broken away to indicate its applicability to 
coats of different lengths. 
The broken line 2 is the fold or break line of 

the lapel and the broken line 2 is the line of the 
basic material resting under the shoulder Sear 
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4. 
in the following description, as well as in Fig. 1, 
the broken line 2 will be referred to as expressin 
the direction of the shoulder seam although there 
is no corresponding Seam in the material illus 
trated in Fig. 1 or in the other parts of the foun 
dation liner, the line 2 being for reference only 
in Suitably applying the remaining parts to the 
basic material t). 
Where the basic material shown in Fig. 1 is used 

for a Single breasted coat, the material is cut 
back further as shown by the broken line 22. 
In order to shape the basic material 8 to the 

Wearer of the coat, said material is provided with 
W's 23, 24 and 25 and darts 26 and 2, which, in 
preparing the basic material to receive the 
arch-shaped structures, are Sewed as shown in 
FigS. 10 and 11 at 24d and 23d, to accomplish 
which, the W's 23 and 25 and the darts 25 and 2 
have their edges sewed together as illustrated for 
the W 23 in Fig. 11 at 23a, which shortens the 
break line 29 of the lapel, produces the desired 
chest fullness of the fabric and Swings the 
lower end of the arm hole line 8 under to fit the 
arm pit of the Wearer. In so preparing the basic 
material the V 24 is opened substantially as in 
dicated at 24d in Fig. 10 and has its edges sewed 
to an insert or tape 28 in order that, the point 
may be SWung around under the arm hole and 
Substantially to the arm pit of the wearer, when 
mounting the completed foundation liner to the 
interior of the garment. 
In proportioning the arm hole 8 and corre 

Sponding Shoulder portion along the line 2 of 
the basic material f, due allowance is made for 
the amount of freedom of movement that the 
finished coat must afford the wearer thereof to 
Suit his requirements. In the event that he re 
quires the shoulders of the garment to be squarer 
than afforded by the construction so far described, 
the arm hole 8 may be provided with a further 
Slit 29 which is opened and provided with a suit 
able re-enforcing member or tape, similar to tape 
28 Sewed to the edges of said slit in a manner 
Similar to that shown in Fig. 10, which has the 
effect of raising the shoulder point of the garment 
at the arm hole portion of the seam line 2. 
In making the arch-shaped structure to go 

with the basic material shown in Fig. 1, a main 
or Supporting piece of resilient sheet material 3 
shown in Fig. 2 is prepared having a shoulder 
seamline 3, an arm hole edge 32 and slits 33 and 
34, the piece 30 being sufficiently narrower than 
the corresponding portion of the basic material 
0 to not interfere with the lapel and collar of 

the coat. While the material of the piece 33 may 
be any material of sheet form having the requisite 
resilience, it is usually made of resilient fabric, 
for example hair cloth in which the hairs of the 
cloth extend in the direction of the double headed 
arrow 35. In preparing the piece 30 for use and 
to receive the remaining parts of the arch-shaped 
structure, it is treated as shown in Fig. 12, and 
as there shown the slit 33 is opened substantially 
as shown at 33a and held in open condition by 
the piece of resilient sheet material 36 shown in 
Fig. 3 which preferably consists of resilient, fab 
ric, for example hair.cloth having the hairs there 
of extending in the direction indicated by the 
double headed arrow 37. The slit 33 is expanded 
so that its outer points rest at the notches 38 and 
39 in the piece of stay material 36 in which po 
sition the parts are securely stitched together. 
The preparation of the main piece 39 also in 
cludes overlapping the lower right hand portion in the completed coat. For the sake of brevity, 75 of that piece at the slit 34 until its upper corner 
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is'sin line{with the noteh 40 in which position the: 
Overlappingapaitis securely:stitched to the:bot: 
tom-portion of the main piece 30: - 

Iti will be understood3that; the structures illis 
trated in Figures 13:14 and:15 are shown inside. 5 
veloped or plan views for theisak f clearness in illustrating:the relation of their corresponding: 
parts. In making the arch shape-structure; how- . 
ever, the main piece; 30 and the reinforcing pieces. 

6. 
line of the binding piece;53 is shown at 54 and 
where'hair cloth;is used to make the 5-piece. 53, 
the hairs; thereof preferably extend in the direc 
tion of the doubleheaded arrow 55. 
The result of imaking the:arch shaped struc-‘. 

ture; asidescribed, is that the resenforcing pieces 
4,42, 43 and 44 and the binderpiece:53 are held. 
ini curved and stressed: conditioni in thie, arch 
shaped structure, withian internarformand size 

4, 425.43 and 445 are: curved to form the arch slo that i gives the desired play: between the inner. 
shapestructure reachir 
the shoulder of th 3. g dummy 
before the parts&are: stitched together and said, 
parts: are held in thati curvature position by thes 

real'OWer Surface: Of the 3-archshaped structure; and "the 
shoulders of the coat wearer, and that also affords 
a support for the basic: fabric for at the shoulder 
that: Will give the desired shoulder contour to the 

manner in which they are stitched together, so: 15 coat made on the foundation described. It will be 
are:Stitched, 

together, as shown in Figure 13, thesiarch-shape 
structure has in reality substantially thes curva. 
ture fromffront to rear:that it has in the finished: 
foundation:liner: When; the main piece 330 of the arch-shaped 
structure has been prepared as described, the re 
enforcing pieces:4; 42,243 and: 44 shown in Figs. 
4 to:7 inclusive are successively applied 
under or shoulder: surface of the main, 
and in the order named with their strai 
adjacent the arm hole line:32 of th 
and with their shoulder seamlines. 45, 46; 47 and 
48 respectively; in ailinement iwith the shoulder 
seam line of the piece: 30 in iv 
recenforcing pieces 4,42, 43. 
stitched to the main piece 3 orm: the arch. 
shaped structure: The reserifoicing pieces 4:42. 

iither shoulder point of: 40 main fabric and in that'manner insures the sup- - acent 

tion; and in this manner; the arch ture:is progressively stiffened and strengthened. 
outwardly from the neckportion of the wearerso: 
that its shotilder, portid 
effectively supp i part of the:weig 
coat and that this: weight carrying abili 
arch-shaped structure decreases progres: 

hand isides of thes. tw. weight to the portion of the shoult 
is adjacent the neck of the:wearer 

appreciated that the stressed conditions of the 
piecesi 4, 42.43,244 and 353 imparts much more 
stability; and load-sustaining-ability to theiarch 
shaped structure, than if said pieces were in un 

20 stressed and neutral condition; : . 
-The arch-shaped":structure described is then 

applied under;the shoulder portion of the basic 
fabric... for With the "seam":line. 3f under the Seam 
line.2 and with the arm hole edges of the basic 

ece:30, 25 fabric 10 and main piece 30 substantially in aline ment with each other, in which position the arch 
shaped:structure is securely:stitched to the main 
fabric." Os and a protective pieces of fabric:56: is 
preferably:applied, under the arch-shaped, struc 

position, the 30ture and also stitched to said structure and to said 
basic;fabric feasindicated, to cover the edges of 
the hair cloth. Where: it is used as the material 
of the parts of the arch-shaped structure: aside 
Scribed... 

5: Asia result of forming the arch-shaped struct. 
ture; as: described to the desired; curvature and 
holding: it in that position in the manner de 
scribed, its application to the main fabric Of cor 
respondingly shapes: the shoulder portion of the 

port of the outer, goods of the coat to give the 
shoulders thereof the shape and proportions de 
sired, at the same time that the desired freedom 
of play between the arch-shaped structure: and 

in is stiffestiand will most 15: the shoulder of the wearer is provided for, with out the use" of padding material of any kind. 
This insures.stability of form of the shoulders 
of the coat regardless of theitypes of coat, and E. 
whatever may be the required form of the shoul 

shaped structures and the shoulders of the coat 
wearer... As a result, the form of the coat is main 
tained 'regardless of subsequent cleaning and 

The re-enforcing pieces 44, 42, 435 and 44 are:55 pressing operations and regardless of whether 
firesilient fabric, for: exampleth 

clothin:which the hairst extend respectively 
the direction indicated: by "the double-hea 
arrows:49,50:51, and 52 which sexterid3insthe 

coat hangers of the same form as..the-coat shoul 
ders, are used to support.the coat when it is not 
being Worn 
The invention is applicable to coats of all dif 

rection'softcurvature of the finished arch-shaped: 60fferent types and whether the coats are intended 
structure.s. When theire-enforcir 
been applied to the main piece: 
they will have the: relation thereto indiéated in 
Fig.13: " . . -- 

After thermainipiece's 30 and the resenförcing 

13, a binderpiece of resilient: sheet'ma?teriaI35: 
for...example, hair cloth, is sapplied to arid under 
the composites:struct 
...thereto. as 'indicate 
securely, together ins: -v 
thereby completing the arch-shaped structur 
and making it...ready for application to the basi 
fabric. Osillustrated in:Fig.1; 

;: thereófi 
arvature. 

for example for summer wear, the amount of re enforcing material required in thei:arch-shaped, 
structure:is a minimum, and in many cases: the 

65;only pieces' required aire-the-pieces 39, and 4 f; 
for somewhat heavier coats it becomes desirable 
to: use in the earch-shaped structure the: pieces 
30-4? and 42; for heavy suit coats and for over 
coats of relatively lightweight it is desirable to. 

sands-securely 'stitched:70.3 use in the arch-shaped structure the pieces; 30, 
4, 42...and 43; and for very; heavy overcoats.iit. 
maybe...desirable-to-usea, all-of-the-reenforcing. 
pieces described. 

In Fig.16.I. illustrate schematically the rela: 
3. The shoulder seam: 75%tion-of-the-parts of the-arch-shaped structure-to 
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each other and to the basic material 9 in the 
finished garment, by showing in that figure the 
right hand arm hole of the garment with the 
sleeve removed, and with the protective piece 56 
removed for clearness. In this figure the Outer 
goods of the garment is indicated at 57 and is 
shown as extending entirely around the arm 
hole. Within this, the basic fabric 0 is shown 
and inside of the basic fabric and in the Order 
named, the main piece 30, the re-enforcing piece 
4, the re-enforcing piece 42, the re-enforcing 
piece 43, the re-enforcing piece 44 and the binder 
piece 53 are shown in substantially the relation 
they occupy when the completed arch-shaped 
structure is applied to the basic fabric 0 as 
above described. 
My invention includes the above described 

method of making garment coat interior 
foundation liners and also foundation liners 
made by that method. 
While I have shown my invention in the par 

ticular embodiment above described, I do not 
limit myself thereto as I may employ equivalents 
thereof without departing from the scope of the 
appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A foundation liner for garment coats, in 

cluding in combination a sheet of basic fabric 
fitted to extend around part of the neck and 
over the chest and shoulder and upper portion 
of the back of a person and to an armhole of 
said foundation, a laminated arch-shaped coat 
supporting structure connected with said basic 
fabric and extending from adjacent the neck 
portion thereof over the shoulder point and to 
the armhole of Said foundation, said arch-shaped 
Structure extending under said basic fabric from 
in front of the shoulder over the same and to 
the back thereof and providing a substantially 
loose fit throughout its front-to-rear extent be 
tween said structure and the shoulder of the 
coat user and adapted to support substantially 
the entire hanging weight of said coat from an 
area, adjacent the neck of the wearer, whereby 
freedom of movement of the shoulder of the 
Coat user is permitted without corresponding 
movement of said arch-shaped structure, said 
arch-Shaped structure including a main piece of 
Sheet resilient material curved to said arch shape 
and held by Said basic fabric, and a reinforcing 
piece of resilient sheet material of smaller area, 
than and fitting the curvature of said main 
piece and extending around the armhole of said 
foundation, and means Securing together said 
basic fabric, said main piece and Said reinforcing 
piece and holding the same in Said arch form 
With the fibers of said reinforcing piece resilient 
ly Opposing the arch-shape curve imposed there 
on whereby said reinforcing piece tends to draw 
Said arch-Shape Structure away from the shoul 
der of the Wearer. 

2. A foundation liner for garment coats, in 
cluding in combination a sheet of basic fabric 
fitted to extend around part of the neck and Over 
the chest and shoulder and upper portion of the 
back of a perSon and to an armhole of Said foun 
dation, a lamiinated arch-shaped coat-Supporting 
Structure connected With Said basic fabric and 
extending from adjacent the neck portion there 
of over the shoulder point and to the armhole 
of Said foundation, Said arch-shaped structure 
extending under Said basic fabric from in front 
of the shoulder over the Same and to the back 
thereof and providing a Substantial looseness of 
fit throughout its front-to-rear extent between 
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8. 
said structure and the shoulder of the coat user 
and adapted to Support, the majority of said 
Coat's hanging weight from areas adjacent the 
neck of the wearer, whereby freedom of move 
ment of the shoulder of the coat user is per 
mitted minimizing corresponding movement of 
said arch-shaped structure, said arch-shaped 
structure including a main piece of sheet resilient 
material curved to said arch shape and held in 
arched condition by said basic fabric, and a 
plurality of reinforcing pieces of resilient sheet 
material each of Smaller area, than and bent to 
the curvature of Said main piece and extending 
around the greater portion of the armhole of 
said foundation, said reinforcing pieces having 
progressively smaller areas than each other and 
having Similar edges adjacent an edge of said 
main piece extending around the armhole of the 
foundation, and means securing together said 
basic fabric, Said main piece and said reinforcing 
pieces and holding the same in said arch form 
with said arched curve imposed on said reinforc 
ing pieces being in opposition to an inherent 
tendency of Said resilient reinforcing pieces to 
Straighten out, which effect tends to hold said 
arch shape structure away from the shoulder 
of the Wearer and results in a light fitting con 
tact therewith. 

3. A foundation liner for garment coats, in 
cluding in combination a sheet of basic fabric 
fitted to extend around part of the neck and over 
the chest and shoulder and upper portion of the 
back of a person and to an armhole of said foun 
dation, an arch-shaped coat-supporting struc 
ture connected with said basic fabric and extend 
ing from adjacent the neck portion thereof over 
the shoulder point and to the armhole of said 
foundation, Said arch-shaped structure extending 
under said basic fabric from in front of the 
shoulder over the same and to the back thereof 
and providing a sufficient non-gripping fit 
throughout its front-to-rear extent between said 
structure and the shoulder of the coat user, 
whereby freedom of movement of the shoulder of 
the coat user is permitted without appreciable 
corresponding movement of said arch-shaped 
structure, said arch-shaped structure including 
a main piece of sheet resilient material curved 
to Said arch shape and held in curved condition 
by said basic fabric, and a re-enforcing piece of 
resilient sheet material of smaller area than and 
fitting the curvature of said main piece and ex 
tending around the armhole of said foundation, 
and means Securing together said basic fabric, 
Said main piece and said re-enforcing piece and 
holding the same in said arch form with said 
re-enforcing piece in tensioned arched condition 
in the direction of curvature of said arch-shaped 
structure, said securing means including a fabric 
binder applied to said arch-shaped structure and 
Securely sewed to said main piece and to said re-enforcing piece. 

4. A foundation liner for garment coats, in 
cluding in combination a sheet of basic fabric 
fitted to extend around part of the neck and over 
the chest and shoulder and upper portion of the 
back of a person and to an armhole of said foun 
dation, an arch-shaped coat-supporting struc 
ture connected with said basic fabric and ex 
tending from adjacent the neck portion thereof 
Over the shoulder point and to the armhole of 
said foundation, said arch-shaped structure ex 
tending under said basic fabric from in front of 
the shoulder over the same and to the back there 
of and providing a substantially loose fit through 
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s-out its front-to-rear extent between said struc 
siture and the-shoulder of the coat user; whereby 
freedom of movement of the shoulder of the coat 

is user is permitted Without corresponding move 
ment of said arch-shaped structure, Said arch 

: shaped structure including a main piece of Sheet 
at resilient cloth curved to said archshape and held 
- in arched' condition by Said-basic fabric, and a 
- plurality of re-enforcing pieces like resilient 
3 sheet material each of smaller area, than and 10. 
bent to the curvature of said main piece and ex 
tending around-the greater portion of-the-arm 
hole of said foundation, said re-enforcing-pieces 

-- having progressively smallers areas than each 

* -user is permitted without resultant wrinkling of 
said arch-shaped structure; said arch-shaped 
structure-including a main piece of hair cloth 

r" curved to said arch shape - and held-in" arched 
5'-position by said canvas, and a plurality of re 
- enforcing-pieces of hair- cloth each of smaller 
- area than and bent to the curvature of said main 
piece and - extending around the greater portion 

-- of the arm hole of said foundation; said re 
enforcing pieces having progressively smaller 

- areas than each other and having similar edges 
adjacent an edges of Said main piece extending 

'-around: the arm holes of said: foundation; and 
Ameans Securing together Said-canvas; Said main 

other and having similar-edges adjacent an edge * 15-pieces and-said re-enforcing pieces and wholding 
is of said main piece extending around the armhole 
- of-the foundation; and means securing together 
t-said basic fabric, said main piece and said re-en 
- forcing pieces and holding the same in said arch 
- form with said re-enforcing pieces each in ten 
isioned -arched condition in the direction of 
- curvature of said arch-shaped structure,” said 
securing means including a fabric binder applied 
to said arch-shaped structure and securely sewed 

s 20 

...the same in said arch form with the-hairs of each 
as of Said"re-enforcing pieces extending in the direc 
a stions of curvature of Saids arch-shaped structure 
- and in curvature opposing-condition. 

: 7. A foundation line-for-garment coats; win 
cluding in combination a piece of tailors' canvas 

is cut and shaped to extend around-part of the 
neck-and over-the-chest and-shoulder and upper 

- sportion of the back of a persolar and to an aim 
* to said main piece and to each of said re-enforc-25 hole of said, foundation, an arch-shaped scoat 
ing pieces. 

5. An interior foundation liner for garment 
Coats, including in combination a piece of tailors' 

-canvas cut and shaped to extend around part of 
s' the neck and over-the-chest and shoulder and 
upper portion of the back of a person and to an 

- armhole of "said foundation, an arch-shaped 
*coat-supporting structure of hair cloth connected 
- with said canvas and extending from adjacent 
and to the armhole of said foundation, said arch 
shaped structure extending under," said canvas 
from in front of the shoulder over the same and 
to the back thereof and providing a free non 
gripping fit throughout its front-to-rear extent 
between said structure and the shoulder of the 
coat user, whereby freedom of movement of the 
shoulder of the coat user is permitted without 
"corresponding movement of said archs-shaped 
structure, said arch-shaped structure including: 
a main piece of hair clothi curved-to" Said "arch 
shape and held in arched condition by said can 
was, and a re-enforcing piece of hair cloth. of 
smaller area than and fitting the "curvature of 

"said main piece and extending around the arm 
hole of said foundation and having its hairs ex 
tending in the direction of said "curvature, and 
means' securing together said canvas, said main 
piece and said resenforcing piece and holding 
the same in said arch form with said re-enforc 
ing piece in arched tensioned condition in the 
direction of curvature" of said arch-shaped struc 
ture. - 

6. A foundation interior liner for garment 
"coats, including in combination a piece of tailors' 
canvas cut and shaped to extend around part 
of the neck and over the chest and shoulder and 
upper portion of the back of a person and to an 
arm hole of said foundation, an arch-shaped 
coat-supporting structure of hair cloth con 
nected with said canvas and extending from ad 
jacent the neckportion thereof over the shoulder 
point and to the arm hole of Said foundation, 
said arch-shaped structure extending under said 
canvas from in front of the shoulder over the 
same and to the back thereof and providing a substantially non-hugging loose fit throughout 
its front-to-rear extent between said structure 
and the shoulder of the coat user, whereby free 

. dom of movement of the shoulder of the coat 

... Supporting structure of hair cloth connected with 
said canvastand-extending from adjacent the 

- neckportion thereof over-the shoulder point and 
is to the 'arm-hole of said foundation, said arch 

*30 shaped structure extending-under said canvas 
from in front-of-thei shoulder over the same and 

3 to the back thereof and providing a substantially 
'i, free contact throughout its: front-to-rear extent 
betweeras said structure and the shoulder of the 

the neckportion thereof over the shoulder point 35 it coat user; whereby-freedom of movement of ithe 
s: shoulder of -the-coats user-is permitted without 
corresponding 'movement-of-said arch-shaped 
structure, said 'arch-shaped structure including 
a maint-piece of hairi cloth curved to said arch 

40 shape-and-held in concave condition by-said-eon 
...tvas, and a re-enforcing piece- of-hair- cloth of 
- Smaller area than and fitting the curvature of 
- Said main piece and extending around-the-arm 
8-hole of said foundation and having its hairs ex 

45tending-in-the direction of said "curvature; and 
* -means securing together said canvas, said main 
3-piece and said re-enforcing piece and holding the 
same in said archsform with said re-enforcing 
piece-all-bent in the direction of curvature of 

50 said arch-shaped structure; said securing means 
"including a fabric binder applied to theside of 
*said arch-shaped structure remote' from said 
canvas and Securely Stitched to Said canvas" and 

it to said main piece and to said re-enforcing piece. 
65 - 8: A foundation liner for garment coats; in 

cluding incombination a piece of tailors' canvas 
"cut and shaped to extend around part of the 
neck and over the chest and shoulder and upper 
portion of the-back of a person" and to “an arm 

to hole of said foundation, an arch-shaped coat 
supporting structure of hair cloth connected with 
said canvas and extending from adjacent the 
neck portion thereof over the shoulder point and 

1 to the armhole of said "foundation, said arch 
65 shaped structure extending under said canvas 

- from in front of the shoulder over the same and 
to the back thereof, said arch-shaped structure 

--including a main piece of hair cloth-curved to 
said arch shape and held by Said" canvas; and a 

70 plurality of re-enforcing pieces of hair cloth each 
of smaller area than and bent to the curvature 
of said main piece and extending around the 
greater portion of the armhole of said founda 
tion, said re-enforcing pieces having progres 

assively smaller areas than each other and having 
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Similar edges adjacent an edge of Said main piece 
extending around the arm hole of Said founda 
tion, and means Securing together said canvas, 
said main piece and said re-enforcing pieces and 
holding the same in said arch form with the hairs 
of each of Said re-enforcing pieces extending in 
the direction of curvature of Said arch-shaped 
Structure, Said securing means including a fabric 
binder applied to the Side of Said arch-shaped 
structure remote from said canvas and securely 
Stitched to said canvas and to Said main piece 
and to each of said re-enforcing pieces. 

9. The method of making underlying founda 
tion liners for garinent coats, including the Steps 
of cutting and fitting a sheet of basic fabric to 
extend around part of the neck and over the chest 
and shoulder and upper portion of the back of a 
person and forming an arm hole; preparing 
a stiff laminated arch-shaped coat-Supporting 
structure of multiple ply resilient material 
adapted to extend from adjacent the neck por 
tion of Said basic fabric over the shoulder point 
and to the arm hole thereof and fit with sub 
Stantial looseness between said arch-shaped 
structure and the shoulder of the user throughout 
the front-to-rear extent of said arch-shaped 
Structure; and securely fastening said arch 
shaped Structure to the under side of said basic 
fabric to lie above the shoulder of the user in 
Such a manner that said arch shaped structure 
tends to maintain its rigidity over said shoulder 
points to the extent that the majority of said 
coat's hanging weight is supported substantially 
from areas adjacent the neck of the wearer rather 
than from the shoulder points, whereby providing 
for freedom of movement of the shoulder of the 
user Without corresponding movement of the 
shoulder portion of said foundation. - - - 

10. The method of making underlying founda 
tion liners for garment coats, including the steps 
of cutting and fitting a sheet of basic fabric to 
extend around part of the neck and over the 
chest and shoulder and upper portion of the back 
of a person and forming an arm hole; preparing 
an arch-shaped coat-Supporting structure adapt 
ed to fit in Substantially non-engaging contact 
from front-to-rear around the shoulder of the 
user by bending a main piece of resilient mate 
rial to the curvature of said arch-shaped struc 
ture to extend from adjacent the neck portion 
to the armhole of Said basic fabric, and by bend 
ing a re-enforcing piece of resilient material of 
Smaller area, than Said main piece to the curva 
ture of said arch-shaped structure, and by then 
Securely fastening together said main piece and 
Said re-enforcing piece with an edge of said re 
enforcing piece Substantially at the arm hole 
edge of Said main piece and thereby holding said 
main piece and said re-enforcing piece in arched 
tensioned condition; and then securely fasten 
ing Said arch-shaped structure to said basic fab 
ric and thereby imparting to said basic fabric 
the curvature of said arch-shaped structure. 

11. The method of making interior foundation 
liners for garment coats, including the steps of 
cutting and fitting a sheet of basic fabric to 
extend around part of the neck and over the 
chest, shoulder and upper portion of the back 
of a perSon and forming an arm hole; prepar 
ing an arch-shaped coat-supporting structure 
having a Substantially free engaging contact 
from front-to-rear around the shoulder of the 
user by bending a main piece of resilient mate 
rial to the curvature of Said arch-shaped struc 
ture to extend from adjacent the neck portion to 
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2 
the armhole of said basic fabric, and by bending 
a plurality of re-enforcing pieces of resilient 
material, each of Smaller area than said main 
piece and of progressively decreased areas, to 
the curvature of Said arch-shaped structure; by 
then Securely fastening together said main piece 
and said re-enforcing pieces with similar edges 
of Said re-enforcing pieces substantially in line 
With the arm hole edge of said main piece and 
thereby holding said main piece and said re 
enforcing pieces in arcuate and tensioned condi 
tion; and then Securely fastening said arch 
shaped structure to said basic fabric and thereby 
imparting to Said basic fabric the curvature of 
Said arch-shaped structure. 

12. The method of making underlying founda 
tion liners for garment coats, including the steps 
of cutting and fitting a sheet of basic fabric to 
extend around part of the neck and over the 
chest, shoulder and upper portion of the back of 
a perSon to form an arm hole; preparing an arch 
Shaped coat-Supporting Structure designed to fit 
loosely from front-to-rear around the shoulder 
of the user by bending a main piece of resilient 
material to the curvature of said arch-shaped 
structure to extend from adjacent the neck por 
tion of the arm hole of said basic fabric, and by 
bending a plurality of re-enforcing pieces of 
resilient material, each of Smaller area, than said 
main piece and of progressively decreased areas, 
to the curvature of Said arch-shaped structure; 
by then Securely fastening together said main 
piece and said re-enforcing pieces with similar 
edges of said re-enforcing pieces substantially in 
line with the arm hole edge of said main piece 
and thereby holding said main piece and said 
re-enforcing pieces in arcuate condition, by then 
applying a piece of binder fabric to the inner 
Surface of Said re-enforcing pieces and securely 
Stitching said main piece, said re-enforcing pieces 
and Said binder fabric together to hold said 
arch-shaped Structure in shape to prevent dis 
placement of the pieces thereof from each other; 
and then Securely fastening said arch-shaped 
Structure under and to said basic fabric and 
thereby imparting to said basic fabric the curva 
ture of Said arch-shaped structure. 

13. The method of making underlying founda 
tion Structures for garment coats, including the 
Steps of cutting and fitting a piece of tailors' 
canvas to extend around part of the neck and 
over the chest, shoulder and upper portion of the 
back of a person thereby forming an arm hole; 
preparing an arch-shaped coat-Supporting struc 
ture of hair cloth to extend from adjacent the 
neck portion of Said canvas over the shoulder 
point and to the arm hole thereof with the hairs 
of Said hair cloth extending in the direction of 
curvature of Said arch-shaped structure with a 
Substantial free play contact between said arch 
shaped structure and the shoulder of the user 
throughout the front-to-rear extent of said arch 
shaped structure; and securely stitching said 
arch-shaped structure to the under side of said 
CanvaS to lie loosely over the shoulder of the 
user to Support a coat made over said founda 
tion; thereby providing for freedom of movement 
of the shoulder of the user without correspond 
ing movement of the shoulder portion of said 
foundation, 

14. The method of making underlying founda 
tions for garment coats, including the steps of 
cutting and fitting a piece of tailors' canvas to 
extend around part of the neck and over the 
chest, shoulder and upper portion of the back 
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of a person to form an arm hole; preparing an 
arch-shaped coat-supporting structure with a 
Substantially non-gripping fit from front to rear 
around the shoulder of the user by fitting and 
bending a main piece of hair cloth to the curva 
ture of said arch-shaped structure and to extend 
from adjacent the neckportion to the arm hole 
of said canvas, and by bending a resenforcing 
piece of hair cloth of Smaller area than Said 
main piece to the curvature of said arch-shaped 
structure and With its hairs extending in the 
direction of said curvature; by then securely 
stitching together said main piece and said re 
enforcing piece with an edge of Said re-enforcing 
piece substantially at the arm hole edge of Said 
main piece thereby holding Said main piece and 
said re-enforcing piece in arched condition; and 
then Securely stitching said arch-shaped struc 
ture to the under side of Said canvaS and thereby 
imparting to said canvas the curvature of Said 
arch-shaped structure. 

15. The method of making underlying founda 
tion liners for garment coats, including the Steps 
of cutting and fitting a piece of tailors' canvas 
to extend around part of the neck and over the 
chest, shoulder and upper portion of the back 
of a person to form an arm hole; preparing an 
arch-shaped coat-Supporting Structure having 
Substantially loose fitting contact from front to 
rear around the shoulder of the user by fitting 
and bending a main piece of hair cloth to the 
curvature of Said arch-shaped structure and to 
extend from adjacent the neck portion to the 
arm hole of Said canvas, by bending a plurality 
of re-enforcing pieces of hair cloth, each of 
Smaller area, than Said main piece and of progres 
sively decreased areas, to the curvature of said 
arch-shaped structure With the hairs of each of 
said re-enforcing pieces extending in the direction 
of said curvature, by then Securely stitching to 
gether said main piece and said re-enforcing 
pieces with Similar edges of said re-enforcing 
pieces substantially in line with the arm hole 
edge of Said main piece and thereby holding said 
main piece and Said re-enforcing pieces in arcu 
ate and tensioned condition; and then securely 
stitching said arch-shaped Structure to the under 
side of said canvas and thereby imparting to said 
canvas the curvature of said arch-shaped struc 
ture. 

16. The method of making an interior founda 
tion liner Or front for garment coats, includ 
ing the steps of cutting and fitting a piece of 
tailors' canvas to extend around part of the neck 
and over the chest, shoulder and upper portion 
of the back of a person for forming an arm hole; 
preparing an arch-shaped coat-Supporting struc 
ture for free fitting contact from front-to-rear 
around the shoulder of the user by fitting and 
bending a main piece of hair cloth to the curva 
ture of said arch-shaped Structure to extend from 
adjacent the neck portion to the arm hole of Said 
canvas, by bending a plurality of re-enforcing 
pieces of hair cloth, each of Smaller area than 
said main piece and of progressively decreased 
areas, to the curvature of said arch-shaped struc 
ture with the hairs of each of Said re-enforcing 
pieces extending in the direction of said curva 
ture; by then securely stitching together said 
main piece and said re-enforcing pieces with Sim 
ilar edges of said re-enforcing pieces Substan 
tially in line with the arm hole edge of said main 
piece and thereby holding said main piece and 
said re-enforcing pieces in arcuate position by 
then applying a piece of binder fabric to the 
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cginner surface of said recenforcing pieces, and 'se 
: curely: Stitching; said main piece, said re-enforc 
...ing...pieces; and said binder fabric together, to hold 
... said...arch-shaped structure in Shape and to pre 
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went displacement of the pieces, thereof, from 
each other; and then securely stitching said arch 
shaped, structure under and to said canvas and 
thereby imparting to said canvas the curvature 
of said arch-shaped structure. 

17. In an inner foundation liner of the type 
which forms an integral part of a garment, such 
as a Suit coat or the like, adapted to impart a 
desired shape and form to the finished garment 
and over which the exterior fabric of the gar 
ment is disposed and secured; a sheet of pliable 
basic fabric cut and sewn to a desired shape and 
size for fitting over the chest and around the 
neck, shoulder and the upper back of a Wearer; 
a main supporting member of resilient sheet ma 
terial of a smaller area than Said basic fabric 
sheet and adapted to be mounted adjacent thereto, 
said main supporting piece being cut so that its 
resilient opposition to bending is exerted along 
an imaginary shoulder line of Said garment run 
ning with the normal shoulder slope of the Wearer; 
a plurality of resilient reinforcing members 
mountable below said main Supporting piece in 
multi-ply relation and having their resilient Op 
position to bending exerted at approximately 
right angles to Said imaginary garment shoulder 
line, Said reinforcing members being of Succeed 
ingly smaller areas with the largest member be 
ing mounted adjacent Said main Supporting piece; 
a binder member of resilient material mountable 
in binding relation over said reinforcing mem 
bers, and Said Supporting piece and having its 
resilient opposition to bending exerted along said 
shoulder line Similar to Said main Supporting 
piece, means for Securing all of Said resilient 
materialed members to one another in a unitary 
arch shaped structure adapted to impart the 
necessary shoulder contour to said garment, and 
Said shoulder arch structure being adapted to 
Sustain its shoulder contout, stiffness and conse 
quently the Smooth exterior appearance of said 
garment shoulders against substantially all shoul 
der movements of Said wearer. 

18. In an inner foundation liner of the type 
Which forms an integral part of a garment, such 
as a Suit coat or the like, adapted to impart a 
desired shape and form to the finished garment 
and Over which the exterior fabric of the garment 
is disposed and Secured; a sheet of pliable basic 
fabric cut and Sewn to a desired shape and size 
for fitting over the chest and around the neck, 
shoulder and the upper back of a wearer; a main 
Supporting member of resilient sheet material of 
a Smaller area, than Said basic fabric sheet and 
adapted to be mounted adjacent thereto, said 
main supporting piece being cut so that its resil 
ient opposition to bending is exerted along an 
imaginary shoulder line of said garment running 
with the normal shoulder slope of the wearer; 
a plurality of resilient reinforcing members 
mountable below Said main supporting piece in 
multi-ply relation and having their resilient op 
position to bending exerted at approximately 
right angles to said imaginary garment shoulder 
line, said reinforcing members being of succeed 
ingly Smaller area, with the largest member be 
ing mounted adjacent said main supporting 
piece; means for Securing all of said resilient 
materialed members to one another in a unitary 
arch shaped structure adapted to impart the nec 
eSSary Shoulder contour to Said garment, and 
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said shoulder arch structure being adapted to REFERENCES CITED 
Sustain its shoulder contour, Stiffness and conse- The following references are of record in the 
quently the Smooth exterior appearance of Said file of this patent: 
garment shoulders against Substantially all o 
Shoulder movements of Said Wearer. s UNITED STATES PATENTS 

- Number Name Date 
PAUL CPKAR. 810,332 Grean ------------- Jan. 16, 1906 

2,140,853 Sandone ---------- Dec. 20, 1938 

  


